Use of Calculated Physicochemical Properties to Enhance Quantitative Response When Using Charged Aerosol Detection.
Universal quantitative detection without the need for analyte reference standards would offer substantial benefits in many areas of analytical science. The quantitative capability of high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) with charged aerosol detection (CAD) was investigated for 50 compounds with a wide range of physical and chemical properties. It is widely believed that CAD is a mass detector. Quantification of the 50 compounds using a generic calibrant and mass calibration achieved an average error of 11.4% relative to 1H NMR. Correction factors are proposed that estimate the relative surface area of particles in the detector, taking into account the effects of the density and charge of analytes. Performing these corrections and quantifying with surface area calibration, rather than mass, shows considerably improved linearity and uniformity of detection, reducing the average error relative to 1H NMR to 7.1%. The accuracy of CAD quantification was most significantly improved for highly dense compounds, with traditional mass calibration showing an average error of 34.7% and the newly proposed surface area calibration showing an average error of 5.8%.